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PurposeZZInteractive 3D visualization system through remote data transmission over heterogeneous network is growing due to

the improvement of internet based real time streaming technology.
Materials and MethodsZZThe current internet’s IP layer has several weaknesses against IP spoofing or IP sniffing type of network attacks since it was developed for reliable packet exchange. In order to compensate the security issues with normal IP layer,
we designed a remote medical visualization system, based on Virtual Private Network.
ResultsZZParticularly in hospital, if there are many surgeons that need to receive the streaming information, too much load on
the gateway can results in deficit of processing power and cause the delay.
ConclusionZZEnd to end security through the network method would be required.
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Introduction
Interactive 3D visualization system through remote data
transmission over network is growing due to the improvement
of internet based real time streaming technology. Since the
transmitted image data with DICOM (Digital Imaging and
Communications in medicine) format contains important
medical parameters such as the patient’s health record and image data, omission, or alteration of the transmitted data is crucial. However, the current internet’s IP layer has several weaknesses against IP spoofing or IP sniffing type of network attacks
since it was developed for reliable packet exchange. Therefore,
it is unsafe and unreliable to use the commercial network to
transmit important medical information.
In order to compensate the security issues with normal IP
layer, the protocol named Virtual Private Network, VPN, has

been developed. VPN offers enhanced security feature using a
tunneling protocol over the public network that passes through
the private network’s traffic to protect IP packet in network
layer, and assures integrity and data-origin authenti-cation using IPsec.
This research emphasizes the possibilities of implementing
security in real time medical diagnosis over the commercial network by measuring the effect on the network between nodes
while using AH and ESP protocol which are compatible with
IP layers, and moreover, to use the results as a reference when
developing telemedicine system policy.

Materials and Methods
Secure Network Protocol Analysis
Public network operates over VPN (Virtual Private Network)
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to secure data transmission. A protocol called VPN pro-tocol is
used to form a tunnel and it is categorized by where it is operated and based on 2nd, 3rd or 5th layer tunneling pro-tocol in
OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) reference model. Especially, 3rd layer tunneling protocol uses a packet and IPSec is
one of the common 3rd layer tunneling protocols that is IETF
standard. IPSec encrypts IP packet by adding an extra header
before it sends the packet over the network. IPSec consists of
three protocols called SA (Security Associa-tion), AH (Authentication Header), and ESP (Encapsulation Security Payload).
In order to transfer data safely, agreements about password
algorithm, key exchange method, and key exchange be-tween
sender and receiver have to be established before communicating an authorized or encrypted data. The components that need
to be agreed before exchanging data are called SA (Security
Association) in IPSec. AH offers security services such as access control, connectionless integrity, and data-origin authentication, and preferably choose to set up an anti-reply service.
The integrity is calculated at every 512bit block, and MD5
(Message Digest) which processes the 128-bit hash and SHA-1
(Secured Hash Algorithm) which processes 160-bit hash are
guaranteed by the message authentication code of message
compression algorithm, and the authentication is guaranteed
by the public key (1).
ESP offers encryption of packet, integrity, and replay. ESP
can also offer an authorization services, nevertheless, it cannot
perform IP header authorization which AH can offer. Moreover, ESP protocol offers data privacy that includes all the functions in AH to protect attacks from encrypted but unauthorized data streams. ESP uses shared symmetric key to encrypt
and decrypt DES function every 64bit block (2).
Depending on where the protocol header is located, AH and
ESP protocol operated in either transport mode or tunnel
Small
Hospital
(VPN Gateway)

VPN Host

mode. Transport mode puts the security header between packet header and payload in IP packet and therefore it protect upper
level protocol data such as TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)
and UDP (User Datagram Protocol).
Encryption method in VPN can be categorized into three
types; between hosts, between host and security gateway, and
between security gateways. A gateway system mediates distrusted external system and trusted internal subnet system, and it
offers security service to the trusted internal host. When a security gateway provides a service in a replacement for more than
one subnet host, the gateway creates SA for the hosts and offers
security service between the security gateway and an external
system. In this case, only the gateway requires to embody AH
(Authentication Header) and ESP (Encapsulating Security Payload), and all the systems that use the gateway in the trusted
subnet can use AH and ESP service through the gateway. In reality, since the IPSec is processed between security gateways,
there is no load in the host nor required to setup the host. However, if there are too many terminals that require tunneling, a
delay could occur due to the increased load in the gateway. If
one of them is a gateway instead of a host in security communication, one must apply the tunneling mode. The tunneling mode
could be applied between hosts as well.
Theoretically, when transmitting in the transport mode, there
is 24bytes and 22bytes increase in size of data for AH and ESP,
respectively, since the security header information is added to
each packet. In contrast, there is 44bytes and 42bytes increase
in size of data for AH and ESP, respectively, since new header
information is also added in addition to the security header.

System Requirement
For real-time transmission of medical images for interactive
operation, the following patient’ information is required; radio-
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logical data such as X-ray, CT, and MRI images
As well as medical record data that contains the patient’s chart
information (Fig. 1).
Before to start the real test where a small hospital and a general hospital is connected, we applied the algorithm to the LAN
under the Host-to-Host Mode in pretest. We assumed Host 1
as a doctor and Host 2 as a patient, then transmitted the patient
image with medical record data packet from Host 2 to Host 1
under the transmission mode.
From a small or medium sized hospital, the real-time streaming of a patient’s status is sent using the backbone network to
either a general hospital or the duty surgeon’s home for review.
Each hospital is connected through the backbone network and
the duty surgeon’s home is connected through home network.
If a gateway is present, for example, a general hospital, only
with IPSec between gateway-terminals can maintain security
in the private network.

Results
Real-time data maintains relatively steady data throughput
compare to the dummy data transmission. In 100Mbps test
setup, the dummy data transmission uses the maximum bandwidth, but the telemedicine data maintains the maximum of
2Mbps throughput since it is time-dependent. Throughput decrease in IPSec setup assures the minimum of 80%.
The total transmission time that takes to reach the terminal
upper application layer in IPSec setup is shown above. In IPSec,
the calculation time is proportional to the increase in number
of DES block processes. ESP delay increase in is more than AH
delay increase since MD5 algorithm in AH is processed every
512bit and DES algorithm in ESP is pro-cessed every 64bit.
The overhead was large when both AH and ESP was used for
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Fig. 2. Total transmission time when IPSec is applied to hosts in
the private network.

more powerful authorization than ESP was used alone (increased
up to 9%). This is because there is a delay in encrypting and
decrypting the newly added header. IPSec showed the lowest
performance at Windows stage. This reflects the lowest data
transfer efficiency due to increased packet data amount, process time, and transmission hop.
When we compare the transmission time with or without security feature, a big jitter value appeared in IPSec security process (increased up to 364%) (Fig. 2). This shows that it might influence the real time streaming when there is interference in
the encrypting and decrypting unit due to extra processing. Jitter value increased when bigger size data was secured as the
number of block processes increase when we compare each jitter
value. Also, there was more delay in processing AH in Windows
stage than Linux stage because AH is applied to all the nodes
not only between gateways when security feature is applied to
the gateway and therefore overall size of the data is increased.
When AH and ESP were applied to the gateway, delay in transmission time due to increased in number of hosts is in-creasing.
As number of hosts increase, delay increases exponentially because there is not enough processing power as encapsulation
and decapsulization processes increase.
When the specialist is out of the hospital or at home, the test
result between hosts in the private network is as follows. The
basic transmission time showed more than 10 times of delay
due to the available bandwidth and interference with other users. Nevertheless, it is below the ITU restricted the maximum
delay of 150ms and therefore applicable to the interactive threedimensional visualization system.

Discussion and Conclusions
We could see from the pretest that the security of IP and Packet
would be guaranteed only if AH and ESP are used to-gether. In
other word, we have to use AH and ESP at the same time to resolve the important security problems occurring during the transmission of the medical information in real time.
In testing environment, it was found that the delay caused
by encryption and decryption was greater than the delay due to
increased in size of data in real-time streaming of medical information securely. An increase in size of transmitted data was
the maximum of 12% respect to non-IPSec packet. This means
it is required to keep the bandwidth below 86.3% of the real
bandwidth of the private network in order to prevent the overload caused by increased IPSec data. When IPSec is applied, it
might be unstable to stream the real-time data because the delay is sufficient. Similar to the scenario, such as in a general hospital, if there are many surgeons that need to receive the streamwww.issisglobal.org 19
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ing information, too much load on the gateway can results in
deficit of processing power and cause the delay when using IPSec, as well. Hence, end to end security through the network
method would be appropriate if there are many professional surgeons that need to receive the real-time streaming of medical
information.
Moreover, due to the characteristics of wireless environment,
the security between wireless access point and terminals is important. Nevertheless the secured transmission would be delayed at surgeon’s level due to the decryption processing delay
caused by low performance of portable or tablet PC (Personal
Computer) compare to wired PC.
Interactive 3D visualization system through remote data
transmission over network is growing due to the improvement
of internet based real time streaming technology. However, the
current internet’s IP layer has several weaknesses against IP
spoofing or IP sniffing type of network attacks since it was developed for reliable packet exchange. In order to compensate
the security issues with normal IP layer, we designed a remote
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medical visualization system, based on Virtual Private Network.
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